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a b s t r a c t 

Human brain accounts for about one hundred billion neurons, but they cannot work properly without ul- 

trastructural and metabolic support. For this reason, mammalian brains host another type of cells called 

“glial cells”, whose role is to maintain proper conditions for efficient neuronal function. One type of glial 

cell, astrocytes, are involved in particular in the metabolic support of neurons, by feeding them with 

lactate, one byproduct of glucose metabolism that they can take up from blood vessels, and store it un- 

der another form, glycogen granules. These energy-storage molecules, whose morphology resembles to 

spheres with a diameter ranging 10 –80 nanometers roughly, can be easily recognized using electron mi- 

croscopy, the only technique whose resolution is high enough to resolve them. Understanding and quan- 

tifying their distribution is of particular relevance for neuroscientists, in order to understand where and 

when neurons use energy under this form. To answer this question, we developed a visualization tech- 

nique, dubbed GLAM (Glycogen-derived Lactate Absorption Map), and customized for the analysis of the 

interaction of astrocytic glycogen on surrounding neurites in order to formulate hypotheses on the en- 

ergy absorption mechanisms. The method integrates high-resolution surface reconstruction of neurites, 

astrocytes, and the energy sources in form of glycogen granules from different automated serial electron 

microscopy methods, like focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) or serial block face 

electron microscopy (SBEM), together with an absorption map computed as a radiance transfer mecha- 

nism. The resulting visual representation provides an immediate and comprehensible illustration of the 

areas in which the probability of lactate shuttling is higher. The computed dataset can be then explored 

and quantified in a 3D space, either using 3D modeling software or virtual reality environments. Domain 

scientists have evaluated the technique by either using the computed maps for formulating functional hy- 

potheses or for planning sparse reconstructions to avoid excessive occlusion. Furthermore, we conducted 

a pioneering user study showing that immersive VR setups can ease the investigation of the areas of 

interest and the analysis of the absorption patterns in the cellular structures. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 1 

Neurons are the most popular cell type of mammalian brains, 2 

accounting for its fundamental function, learning and memory. 3 

Their capacity to form plastic connections, the synapses, to inter- 4 

face with each other and form networks that allows for processing 5 

and storing information and performing tasks based on environ- 6 

mental inputs, makes the understanding of their physiology at all 7 
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spatial and temporal scale of the outmost importance. Neverthe- 8 

less, neurons cannot possibly sustain such humongous set of tasks, 9 

from action potential to synaptic transmission, without proper cel- 10 

lular and molecular support. In order to sustain neurons to do their 11 

difficult job, another, less popular but equally important class of 12 

cells is present in the brain, called glial cells, nowadays referred 13 

to by experts as “the other half of the brain”. Under the umbrella 14 

of glial cells falls a number of cell types whose phylogeny is very 15 

diverse, although all of them are devoted to maintain the home- 16 

ostasis in the central and peripheral nervous system. For instance, 17 

microglial cells have mesoderal origin, represent the innate immu- 18 

nitary response system of the brain; they are profoundly different 19 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cag.2018.04.007 
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from oligodendrocytes, whose role is to produce myelin sheets for 20 

axons, in order to increase of several fold the speed of propagation 21 

of action potentials [1] . The energetic support of neurons, among 22 

other functions, is sustained by another class of glial cells, called 23 

astrocytes. This function is well known since over a century, as 24 

it was first hypothesized by Camillo Golgi amid observation that 25 

the majority of these cells possess a so called “vascular endfoot”, 26 

which he though was likely to be the mechanism of redistribu- 27 

tion of nutrients from the vasculature to the brain parenchyma [2] . 28 

Neuroenergetics is indeed to date one of the top rated fields re- 29 

lated to the investigation of the astrocytic involvement in brain 30 

physiological functioning [3] . Working on the energy support of 31 

the brain has been shown to be beneficial under several patho- 32 

logical conditions, such as stroke [4] and epilepsy [5] to mention 33 

a few. Although mammalian cells produce energy under the form 34 

of ATP from glucose, recent evidence suggest that under intense 35 

activity, neurons are preferentially using another molecule, an in- 36 

termediate product of glucose metabolism, the (in)famous lactate 37 

acid (or simply lactate) as fuel for their cellular respiration cycle to 38 

produce energy. Neurons cannot produce lactate themselves, and 39 

when they need it they rely on astrocytes that are then able to 40 

shuttle to them. This mechanism is called astrocyte-neuron lactate 41 

shuttle (ANLS: [6] ). But, because the lactate support from astro- 42 

cytes to neurons is not continuous, astrocytes can uptake and store 43 

glucose, to keep an energy reserve ready for its usage when neces- 44 

sary. Such storage mechanism is called glycogen, a branched poly- 45 

mer of glucose easily recognizable under electron microscopy as a 46 

dense, round molecule, with a diameter ranging 20 –80 nanometers 47 

roughly [7–9] . In the brain, astrocytes specifically express glyco- 48 

gen granules, and possess the enzymes that allows for its syn- 49 

thesis from glucose, as well as their breakdown to lactate; it is 50 

therefore legit to consider glycogen as an energy storage mecha- 51 

nism, being the precursor of lactate, the energy substrate that as- 52 

trocytes shuttle to neurons. In a recent study, researchers took ad- 53 

vantage of a high-resolution imaging technique, based on block- 54 

face scanning electron microscopy (SEM), to be able to also clearly 55 

recognize astrocytic processes, as well as the most greedy con- 56 

sumers of energy, synapses. In order to quantify the spatial dis- 57 

tribution of glycogen in three dimensions, the electron microscope 58 

was coupled to a module allowing for automated serial section- 59 

ing and imaging modules, the focused ion beam (FIB-SEM) [10] , 60 

to acquire high resolution image stacks whose segmentation re- 61 

sults in accurate three-dimensional models of brain structures that 62 

eventually were analyzed with the aid of virtual reality setups 63 

[11] . High-throughput imaging techniques used in neuroscience are 64 

all based on automated serial sectioning, like the aforementioned 65 

FIB-SEM, but also others like the serial block face module 3View 66 

(SBFEM), all falling under the generic term of 3DEM. The conse- 67 

quent use of the generated 3D models is pushing neuroscientists, 68 

as a community, to put effort s in the creation of hybrid meth- 69 

ods for investigating aspects of brain physiology [12] . In the last 70 

five years, a number of papers were published that demonstrate 71 

how customized existing tools, like Blender [11,13–15] , or custom- 72 

made softwares [16–19] are a valuable approach for using 3D mod- 73 

els for producing high level scientific papers. Inspired by previ- 74 

ous work on the quantification of glycogen distribution in a re- 75 

construction from rat hippocampus [11] we present here an illus- 76 

trative visualization method suited for the interactive visual anal- 77 

ysis of the influence of glycogen on surrounding neurites, namely 78 

axons and dendrites, as well as their synaptic elements, boutons 79 

and spines, respectively, in the interest of understanding the shut- 80 

tling mechanisms of lactate [20] . The method takes as input a 81 

high-resolution surface reconstruction of neural structure and a 82 

list of energy sources in the form of glycogen granules, and com- 83 

putes an influence map according to a radiance transfer mecha- 84 

nism (see Fig. 1 ). By considering a photon mapping analogy, areas 85 

of greater glycogen concentration will highlight portions of the cel- 86 

lular plasma membranes where the glycogen-derived lactate shut- 87 

tling is more likely to occur. Compared to the previous study [11] , 88 

which quantified the contribution of glycogen limited to the pre- 89 

or post-synaptic terminal metabolism, based on a criteria of near- 90 

est neighbor, this approach is more unbiased because the photon 91 

mapping does not exclude the potential effect a single granule on 92 

more than one target, and is evaluated on the entire neuropil to 93 

highlight even structures other than synapses, like dendritic shafts. 94 

This framework has been tested by neuroscientists for formulating 95 

neuroenergetics hypotheses about the utilization of glycogen de- 96 

rived energy. Moreover, as full reconstructions of every structures 97 

on an imaged volume (called “dense reconstruction”) after results 98 

in an overly cluttered scene, which is hard to interpret, we sug- 99 

gest here alternative use as a tool to either filter the view to only 100 

structures showing an appreciable absorption peak, or to pre-select 101 

structures to undergo segmentation and subsequent 3D reconstruc- 102 

tion. We here extend our contribution to Smart Tool and Applica- 103 

tions in Graphics [21] , by putting particular effort s in the integra- 104 

tion of the absorption model and the glycogen analysis framework 105 

with a pioneering interactive exploration on virtual environment 106 

employing head mounted displays. This framework was tested on 107 

dense reconstructions from rat hippocampus, somatosensory cor- 108 

tex from adult and aged mice where the effect of aging could be 109 

tested, and on a dataset involving learning mice, where only the 110 

astrocyte and the glycogen were reconstructed, to use the GLAM 111 

map for planning a sparse reconstruction. We discuss also the out- 112 

comes of a user evaluation that compared the desktop application 113 

and the VR application, involving 27 subjects, with expertise in the 114 

field ranging from medium to high, which is the first reported in 115 

literature to our knowledge. Results show how the integration of 116 

the GLAM model inside Virtual Reality system improves the per- 117 

ception of absorption patterns and speed up the exploration of the 118 

cellular structures, demonstrating the usefulness of this tool for 119 

neuroanatomy. 120 

2. Related work 121 

2.1. Rationale 122 

More and more, computer graphics is making its way through 

Q2 
123 

neurobiology, and the field that is pushing this as well as other 124 

technologies (such as imaging and image processing and segmen- 125 

tation, etc ...) to their forefront is connectomics. Such impressive 126 

technological advancement is beneficial for many other fields of 127 

neuroscience; for instance, recently the intracellular endoplasmatic 128 

reticulum and mitochondria from cortical neurons have been ex- 129 

tensively reconstructed and analyzed in 3D [22] . These advance- 130 

ments allowed to upscale imaging and consequently reconstruc- 131 

tions to larger volumes; as a result, scientists needed to come up 132 

with strategies to simplify such huge datasets, to benefit correl- 133 

ative analysis and interpretation. One example is the Neurolines 134 

tool [19] , that allows easily to read complex connectivity maps ex- 135 

tracted from densely reconstructed neuronal networks as a 2D sub- 136 

way map. 137 

2.2. Neuroscience domain: astrocytes and glycogen metabolism role 138 

It is generally acknowledged how astrocytes play a number of 139 

pivotal roles in the support of neuronal functioning throughout 140 

one’s life-time. Astrocytes are involved in a variety of processes in 141 

the brain including fine tuning of synaptic transmission [23] , neu- 142 

roprotection and neurometabolism [3] , however the underlining 143 

mechanism for these processes is far from being fully understood. 144 

Moreover, the recent discovery of the astrocyte neuron lactate 145 

shuttle (ANLS) has proved quintessential among astrocytes various 146 
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Fig. 1. Method overview: from 3D neurite models and a list of glycogen granules, our method computes the absorption rate of glycogen generated lactate according to a 

radiance transfer mechanism. 

Fig. 2. Workflow for morphology visual analysis: starting from Serial Electron Microscopy imaging of brain samples, high resolution 3D models are computed from registered 

and segmented stacks of images and used as input for visualization and analysis tools. 

unknown functions [3,24] . This hypothesis illustrates how lactate 147 

is delivered to neurons during intense synaptic activity, and more- 148 

over glycogen-derived lactate has been related to one of the most 149 

important physiological brain functions, memory formation [25] . 150 

Despite its importance in both energy metabolism and memory, 151 

characterization of brain glycogen distribution has not been fully 152 

addressed. Recently, Oe et al. [26] investigated cerebral glycogen 153 

in mice using light microscopy and immunohistochemistry (IHC), 154 

and they observed a punctate distribution localized predominantly 155 

in astrocytic processes. With respect to the intra-cellular distribu- 156 

tions, Cali et al. [11] observed that glycogen is localized primar- 157 

ily in small processes and clustered around boutons and spines. 158 

More investigation efforts are needed at addressing how other 159 

physiological processes other than learning, like for instance ag- 160 

ing, are related to modifications in glycogen clustering and how 161 

this might be involved in declined memory abilities. Morphological 162 

studies are required to evaluate the influence of glycogen distribu- 163 

tion compared to the surrounding neuronal structures (dendrites, 164 

axons and boutons) under several conditions. We propose here an 165 

illustrative analysis model aimed at easing morphological analysis 166 

of the distributions of glycogen on high resolution 3D reconstruc- 167 

tions from micrometer resolution electron microscopy stacks of ro- 168 

dents brain samples. 169 

2.3. Morphology visual analysis 170 

The general workflow for 3D reconstruction and visual analy- 171 

sis of brain morphology (see Fig. 2 ) begins with sample prepa- 172 

ration and 3DEM [27] imaging. Acquisition of biological tissues 173 

can be performed automatically at a z-resolution of 5–50 nanome- 174 

ters depending on the cutting technique [27] . After imaging, im- 175 

age stacks needs preprocessing prior 3D reconstruction of the var- 176 

ious cellular structures. Notably, one has first to proceed with the 177 

registration of the stacks using the Stackreg tool available for Im- 178 

ageJ [28] , although this step was more critical when serial sections 179 

were obtained manually and then imaged using TEM [29] . Follow- 180 

ing image registration, the stack can then be segmented, by means 181 

of manual or semi-automatic segmentation techniques [30,31] . 182 

Automated and semi-automated segmentation techniques reduce 183 

tremendously the time and effort to put into the generation of the 184 

three-dimensional model, given that the number of sections com- 185 

posing a single image stack could reach thousands with no effort s, 186 

as the acquisitions are nowadays fully automated. Nevertheless, an 187 

accurate manual proofreading of the segmentation should follow 188 

in these cases; depending on the size of the stack and the amount 189 

of objects reconstructed, proofreading could be as demanding as 190 

a manual 3D reconstruction from scratch. Indeed, computer scien- 191 

tists are putting efforts in improving proofreading strategies [32] . 192 

The dataset so obtained includes high-resolution, segmented im- 193 

age stacks that can be visualized, explored and analyzed with a 194 

variety of tools based on either volume data representation, or sur- 195 

face mesh generated from the segmentations. Currently many neu- 196 

roscientists take advantage of commercial or free software solu- 197 

tions [33–35] for 3D segmentation and reconstruction, and develop 198 

custom plug-ins for specific statistical and morphometric analy- 199 

sis [11,13,15,17,26] . Similarly, tools for visual analysis directly re- 200 

lying on segmented volume data are gaining visibility with the 201 

emergent field of connectomics [36] . They are mainly designed 202 

to explore the reconstructions of nanoscale neuronal connectivity 203 

for the interactive visual analysis using a dynamic-driven query 204 

approach [16] . We adapted this framework, designed for connec- 205 

tomics, to speculate on how the intracellular astrocytic distribu- 206 

tion of glycogen granules impacts, from a neuroanatomical point 207 

of view, on synaptic activity, synapses formation or signal propa- 208 

gation in axons and dendrites. In particular, whereas is common in 209 

neuroscience to adapt to astrocytes tools that has been designed 210 
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to characterize neurons, in our case the analytical tool has been 211 

designed for the study of astrocytes. 212 

2.4. Density mapping in 3D structures 213 

Mapping density distributions to a visual attribute, such as 214 

color, is a common practice in visualization. The Allen Brain At- 215 

las viewer [37] maps density and level of gene expression to 216 

size in 3D and color respectively. BrainNet Viewer [38] renders 217 

a voxel-based network using volume-to-surface mapping. Pycor- 218 

tex [39] uses a pixel-based mapping to render voxels true to form. 219 

Goddard et al. [40] describe interactive methods for visualizing 220 

density maps using colors and by fitting atomic models. Recently, 221 

Agus et al. [41] have shown how density maps can be used to de- 222 

rive points of interest in work of arts in digital museums by track- 223 

ing the users viewing positions. Our illustrative method is also re- 224 

lated to photon map rendering techniques, which have been pop- 225 

ularized in ray tracing [42] , shadow rendering [43] and global 226 

illumination [44] . Importance maps [45] are used to guide the 227 

emission of energy packets. The design of our absorption model 228 

was based on the method by Agus et al. [41] for deriving focus 229 

points and integrated it with a radiance transfer mechanism aimed 230 

to compute the influence of glycogen granules to nearby neurites. 231 

2.5. Visual analysis in stereoscopic environments 232 

Although most commonly used visualization tools in neuro- 233 

science are designed as desktop applications, there is general con- 234 

sensus that the use of stereoscopic techniques can provide a more 235 

immersive way to explore brain imaging data [46,47] , and that the 236 

increased dimensionality provided by stereoscopy is beneficial for 237 

understanding depth in the displayed scenery [4 8,4 9] . With re- 238 

spect to immersiveness, the effect of stereoscopy have been previ- 239 

ously extensively evaluated in the context of visual analysis of vol- 240 

ume data, for semitransparent volume rendering [50,51] and iso- 241 

surface [52] , for confocal volume images [53] , and for interactive 242 

graph analysis [46,48,54,55] . Here we report on preliminary results 243 

of a user study that we carried out for assessing the effects of 244 

stereo cues provided by HMDs during the interactive visual analy- 245 

sis of high-resolution surfaces with color-mapped absorption func- 246 

tions. 247 

3. Glycogen lactate absorption model 248 

The proposed illustrative model highlights regions of astrocyte- 249 

and-neurite membranes where the lactate shuttling is more likely 250 

to occur. By considering a photon mapping analogy, we repre- 251 

sent glycogen granules as energy sources that emit energy packets, 252 

which can be absorbed by the surrounding neurite structures (see 253 

Fig. 3 ), according to constraints derived from the theoretical mech- 254 

anisms of neuro-glia metabolic coupling [3,56] : 255 

• Power source: the released energy depends on the size of glyco- 256 

gen granules, which are represented as spheres of varying ra- 257 

dius (see Fig. 3 ). According to our illustrative model, these gran- 258 

ules cast energy packets onto the surrounding structures, with 259 

a number proportional to its size. 260 

• Energy irradiation: a restricted set of neurotransmitters and 261 

neuromodulators is able to promote glycogenolysis in as- 262 

trocytes [3] . They can be modeled as anisotropic direction- 263 

selective energy irradiation modulators, and included as impor- 264 

tance maps [45] for modulating or blocking the energy emitting 265 

directions (indicated in red in Fig. 3 ). 266 

• Energy absorption: the shuttling of derived lactate from astro- 267 

cyte to neurons is mediated by lactate transporters (MCTs) [57] , 268 

Fig. 3. Glycogen lactate absorption model scheme: energy packets are scattered from 

Q3 

glycogen granules according to the size, and presence of activation enzymes. Ab- 

sorbed energy is computed on per-vertex basis with respect to the presence of ab- 

sorption enzymes and a distance threshold. (For interpretation of the references to 

color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. Immersive environment with HMD: the absorption model has been integrated 

into an interactive virtual reality environment for real time exploration of mor- 

phologies with head mounted display. 

which can be modeled as anisotropic direction-selective mod- 269 

ulators, for energy packets reaching the neurite surface (indi- 270 

cated in green in Fig. 3 ). 271 

With respect to the radiance transfer, we considered an absorp- 272 

tion model similar to Lambert-Beer law [58] that incorporates a 273 

distance-based gaussian decay from each glycogen power source; 274 

thereby reflecting the influence of glycogen granules both near and 275 

far to membranes. The constraints are incorporated in the model 276 

as modulators or switch functions, affecting both the energy ab- 277 

sorption and the irradiation decay. Hence, given a neural process 278 

at position x p and a glycogen granule energy packet g i at position 279 

x 
g 
i 
, we define an absorption rate as: 280 

p α( x 

p , g i ) = K(r g 
i 
) λg ( x 

g 

i 
, ω 

p 
i 
) λp ( x 

p , ω 

p 
i 
) e 

− ∫ x p 
x 
g 
i 

μ(x ) dx 
, (1) 

where K(r 
g 
i 
) is the glycogen irradiation power, λg is a modulating 281 

anisotropy term taking into account the presence of activating en- 282 

zymes for glycogenolysis, λp is a modulating anisotropy term tak- 283 

ing into account the presence of enzymes for lactate metaboliza- 284 

tion, and μ( x ) is the absorption coefficient taking into account the 285 

tortuosity for energy transport due to occlusion or friction along 286 

the path connecting the glycogen source power to the process. The 287 

modulating functions λg , λp depend also on the irradiation direc- 288 

tion ω 

p 
i 

. The total energy absorption rate is obtained by summing 289 
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Table 1 

Processing statistics: dataset size as bounding box (# BB) in microns, 

number of vertices in millions ( V ), number of glycogen granules (GL), 

number of emitted K packets ( P ), and the processing time in minutes. 

Dataset BB(μ m) V ( M ) GL # P ( K ) T (m) 

Hippocampus1 7.1 × 6.7 × 4.7 6.28 1007 135 15.8 

Hippocampus2 14 × 14 × 24 0.98 9438 38K 25.3 

Cortex1 5 × 5 × 5 0.66 3037 407 13.8 

Cortex2 5 × 5 × 5 1.08 7719 110 2.8 

Cortex3 5 × 5 × 5.9 1.46 4128 546 5.7 

Cortex4 5 × 5 × 5 2.78 7048 110 6.8 

up the contribution of all glycogen energy packets: 290 

p α( x 

p ) = 

∑ 

i 

p α( x 

p , g i ) . (2) 

The obtained absorption rate provide a local approximation of 291 

the quantity of lactate absorbed in the unity of time. 292 

4. Implementation 293 

We implemented GLAM model in C++. Given the limited in- 294 

formation of spatial distribution of lactate membrane transporters 295 

(MCTs) to date, an accurate absorption model cannot be computed. 296 

We hence simplified our working hypothesis, and considered as 297 

isotropic the emission from granules sources, the absorption from 298 

the neural structures of interest, and the tortuosity along the path 299 

connecting the neurite to the structure of interest. As a conse- 300 

quence, energy packets can be generated uniformly on the sur- 301 

face of the glycogen granule, since glycogen granules irradiate in 302 

same way along all directions, and stored in a kd-tree [59] . The 303 

number of generated photons is proportional to the size of glyco- 304 

gen granules and hence to the number of glucose molecules; this 305 

is in accordance to the biology of the system, as the size of the 306 

granules varies depending on their glucose content, and therefore 307 

bigger granules can store more energy [8,9] . Photons were cho- 308 

sen to be ranging from 5K to 50K and to the number of lactate 309 

molecules generated. The absorption rate computation is then per- 310 

formed on a vertex basis, and accounts for the K-nearest-neighbor 311 

(KNN) search distance threshold R by presuming that distant en- 312 

ergy packets do not significantly contribute to the absorbed energy 313 

of structures (indicated in green in Fig. 3 ). This distance is chosen 314 

in a way to be a trade-off between computational workload and 315 

the mean length of peripheral astrocytic processes [60] (less than 316 

1 μm ). Given the isotropic assumption, both the modulating func- 317 

tions and absorption coefficient become constant, so Eq. (2) is sim- 318 

plified to 319 

p α( x 

p ) = 

∑ 

i 

K i λ
g λp e −μ‖ x g 

i 
−x p ‖ , (3) 

and computed by accumulating all contributions from energy pack- 320 

ets in the surrounding area. For exploration and analysis, the com- 321 

puted absorption rates on the datasets of Table 1 can be color- 322 

mapped with respect to a user-defined color scheme. In the results 323 

shown in this paper, we consider a log-normalized color map- 324 

ping performed according to a sequential Color Brewer scheme 325 

BuPu [61] (see an example in Fig. 5 ). 326 

4.1. Visual hints 327 

In order to provide additional clues for interpreting main ab- 328 

sorption patterns, we considered two additional visual hints for 329 

representing both the peak values and the correlation of the ab- 330 

sorption value compared to the exchange surface (i.e. the plasma 331 

membrane of the cell). In particular, to highlight the absorption 332 

peaks, we relied on a thresholded segmentation of the local ab- 333 

sorption value; all vertices above a given threshold were clustered 334 

using DBSCAN algorithm [62] . The threshold was chosen as a per- 335 

cent of the maximum absorption value (for most datasets we had 336 

αmax = 2500 and we chose a threshold τ = 500 for selecting the 337 

highest possible number of local absorption peaks). Then, all clus- 338 

ters were processed to be visualized as spheres onto the neurites 339 

meshes: information about max absorption value was color-coded 340 

(in all figures the classic colorjet colormap ranging from blue to 341 

red was considered), while the spatial extent of the peak was mul- 342 

tiplied by the average absorption value and visually represented as 343 

the radius of the same sphere (see an example in Fig. 13 ). This 344 

colormap was chosen to better attract the focus of user during ex- 345 

ploration over the more intense peaks. Furthermore, to better rank 346 

neurites based on individual absorption patterns, we took into ac- 347 

count the relationship between the the local absorption values and 348 

the surfaces, and we derived an indicator of expected absorption 349 

〈 α〉 for a given neural process, which is the the weighted absorp- 350 

tion with respect to the surface: 351 

〈 α〉 = 

∫ 
S α(σ ) dσ∫ 

S dσ
(4) 

The expected absorption indicator can be used to filter out those 352 

objects whose expected absorption was below a certain thresh- 353 

old, and for ranking neural objects. In the rest of the paper, 354 

the expected absorption indicator will be used for color-mapping 355 

objects with respect to a sequential sequential Color Brewer 356 

scheme [61] YlOrRd ranging from light yellow to dark orange (see 357 

an example in Fig. 15 ). The color-mapped objects can be integrated 358 

in a general 3D exploration analysis framework considering surface 359 

representations. In our case, we tested a desktop solution by con- 360 

sidering a typical analysis framework used by neuroscientists. The 361 

solution consists of NeuroMorph analysis toolset inside the Blender 362 

environment [13] , and enables domain scientists to perform visual 363 

correspondences between reconstructed objects and the original 364 

EM stacks. 365 

4.2. Virtual reality display setups 366 

On the basis of the original standard desktop setup, two differ- 367 

ent virtual reality systems were developed to test whether the pro- 368 

posed model can simplify visual analysis. For engaging collabora- 369 

tive discussions , we exploited the capabilities of CAVE (cave auto- 370 

matic virtual environment) [63] , whose space is a cubic room with 371 

3-m sides that are each projected with two 8-megapixel streams. 372 

With this setup, several people are able to simultaneously stand 373 

inside a 3D model, where details could be magnified on demand 374 

and eventually become a million-fold larger ( μm to m). The 3D 375 

model is projected directly from the 3D modeling Blender win- 376 

dow interface by using TechViz software ( http://www.TechViz.net ), 377 

while the user could manipulate the model inside the room with 378 

a controller. A head-tracking system modify the perspective of the 379 

object based on the position of the user, who is able to move freely 380 

in the room and observe the model from different positions. Fur- 381 

thermore, in order to provide also a lightweight and effective so- 382 

lution for interactive exploration and visual analysis of the models 383 

and the EM stack, we took advantage of a portable immersive envi- 384 

ronment by using a low-delay headset. For this test case, we used 385 

the HTC Vive, which carries 70 sensors, and provides 360 ° head- 386 

tracking with a refresh rate of 90 Hz [64] . We then designed and 387 

developed a virtual environment, within the Unity framework. It 388 

provides users with the capabilities of loading and interactively se- 389 

lect 3D neurite models with the GLAM absorption map textured on 390 

the surfaces, while interactively scrolling the EM image stack used 391 

for the segmentation, and exploring it in 3D to perform correlative 392 

visual analysis in a straightforward way (see Fig. 4 ). The executable 393 
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Fig. 5. GLAM absorption rate maps: color maps of glycogen lactate absorption rate computed for datasets in Table 1 . From top left, Hippocampus 1, Hippocampus 2, Mouse 1, 

Mouse 2, Mouse 3, Mouse 4. Images produced with Meshlab software [66] . 

of our Unity-based VR application for real time exploration with 394 

HTC Vive, together with example data, are deposited in a Dryad 395 

repository [65] . Finally, the accompanying video shows virtual ex- 396 

ploration sessions performed both in large-scale CAVE system and 397 

with Head-Mounted display (Supplementary Video 1). 398 

5. Results 399 

We tested the GLAM absorption model on a series of high 400 

resolution 3D reconstructions from rodents brains, and in differ- 401 

ent setups. Datasets include neural processes, like dendrites, ax- 402 

ons, and astrocytes, as well as organelles like boutons and spines . 403 

Table 1 provides statistics on data processing, with respect to the 404 

model size in terms of bounding box, number of vertices, number 405 

of glycogen granules, number of emitted energy packets, and pro- 406 

cessing time in minutes. For all datasets, we considered R = 0 . 5 μm 407 

as influence radius for accumulating energy packets contributions 408 

and processing times were computed on a laptop equipped with 409 

Intel i7-4700HQ 2.4 GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM and running Linux 410 

Ubuntu kernel 3.13. The appearance of full color-mapped datasets 411 

is represented in Fig. 5 . The GLAM model is currently used for in- 412 

vestigating potential lactate absorption patterns in 3D brain struc- 413 
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Fig. 6. Synaptic plasticity: the analysis of absorption map highlighted the presence 

of shaft synapses, from which spines can generate (red arrows), and highly plastic 

small-size dendritic spines (green arrows). Dendrite detail from dataset Hippocam- 

pus1, rendered within Blender environment. (For interpretation of the references to 

color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 7. Proximity with mitochondria: the peaks of glycogen lactate absorption maps 

(left) can highlight proximity with respect to mitochondria (red arrows on the 

right). Dendrite detail from dataset Somatosensory Cortex1. Images produced with 

Blender and Neuromorph softwares [13] . (For interpretation of the references to 

color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this arti- 

cle.) 

tures, either in Desktop and VR solutions. We detail here on typical 414 

examples of absorption patterns highlighted by domain scientists 415 

during real-time interactive explorations, and how these absorp- 416 

tion patterns together with derived indicators were used in two 417 

specific test cases. Finally we discuss a user study that we car- 418 

ried out to evaluate the usability of our VR portable solution with 419 

respect to the standard Desktop solution employing Blender and 420 

NeuroMorph. 421 

5.1. Analysis of absorption patterns 422 

The presence of peaks in absorption rates help domain scien- 423 

tists in finding areas of interest, and performing qualitative visual 424 

correspondences with surrounding organelles and structures. We 425 

report here on typical examples of local absorption patterns: 426 

• Synaptic plasticity: in Fig. 6 , glycogen absorption mapping in a 427 

portion of the dataset Hippocampus1 showing two dendrites 428 

highlights that glycogen could be involved in synaptic plastic- 429 

ity [67] . Sites of possible dendritic spines formation (red ar- 430 

rows) and maintenance (green arrows) are found in neighbor- 431 

ing areas containing high glycogen granules density; 432 

• Mitochondria : Fig. 7 shows a small portion of the mouse So- 433 

matosensory Cortex1 dataset, highlighting how absorption map 434 

peaks (on the left) show spatial correspondence with respect 435 

Fig. 8. Proximity with synapse: the peaks of glycogen lactate absorption maps 

(left) are close to a shaft synapse (red arrow on the right). Axon detail from 

dataset Somatosensory Cortex2. Images produced with Blender and Neuromorph 

softwares [13] . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 9. Proximity with PSD: the peak of glycogen lactate absorption map on astro- 

cyte morphology is close to a PSD and a bouton (on the right). Astrocyte detail 

from dataset Hippocampus2. Images produced with Blender and Neuromorph soft- 

wares [13] . 

to dendritic mitochondria (red arrows on the right), which are 436 

the intracellular organelles responsible for the usage of lactate 437 

to ultimately synthesize ATP [57] ; 438 

• Synapses: Fig. 8 shows that the glycogen absorption map 439 

peaks (on the left) show a spatial correspondence with respect 440 

to an asymmetric (presumably excitatory) shaft synapse; a con- 441 

tinuous neurotransmitter release at this site might result in the 442 

formation of a spine; 443 

• Boutons and PSDs: Fig. 9 shows another example highlighting 4 4 4 

that absorption map peaks on astrocyte morphology can be as- 445 

sociated with the presence of boutons, spines and PSDs, fur- 446 

ther indicating that glycogen generated energy is fundamental 447 

for sustaining neural connections and spines generation; 448 

• Axons: Fig. 10 highlights absorption peaks in specific axon bun- 449 

dles in dataset Hippocampus1, conforming the hypothesis that 450 

axons uptake glycogen-generated lactate [68,69] . 451 

• Lactate channels : in Fig. 12 , a detail of dataset Hippocampus 452 

2 shows how absorption maps are used for the analysis of 453 

glycogen distribution inside astrocyte morphologies, in order to 454 

speculate about the possible spatial distribution of the channels 455 

for lactate emission. 456 

These examples show how the absorption model can be suc- 457 

cessfully exploited to test neuroenergetics hypotheses and rapidly 458 

investigate the spatial correspondence with specific features on 459 

morphologies. In general, domain scientists found absorption maps 460 

particularly useful during glycogen analysis for the spatial discrim- 461 

ination capabilities and for reducing clutter in specific cases where 462 

glycogen granules can occlude the features of interests, since the 463 

model is able to provide indication of spatial distribution directly 464 

mapped in the structure of interest (see Figs. 11 and 12 ). 465 
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Fig. 10. Proximity with axons: the peaks of absorption map show that specific bun- 

dle of axons exhibit high lactate absorption rate. Axons details from dataset Hip- 

pocampus 1. Images produced with Meshlab software [66] . 

Fig. 11. Glycogen analysis: domain scientists perform analysis of glycogen distri- 

bution compared to neuron morphologies (left). Absorption maps help analysis in 

spatial discrimination (center), and in some cases can reduce clutter due to glyco- 

gen granules overlapping over the regions of interest (right). Dendrite detail from 

dataset Hippocampus1. Images produced with Meshlab software [66] . 

Fig. 12. Astrocyte glycogen analysis. Left: glycogen analysis in astrocyte is particu- 

larly complex since transparent morphologies can clutter and reduce spatial dis- 

crimination. Absorption maps in this case can help in the analysis of specific 

morphology details, since the information of the glycogen distribution is directly 

mapped on the surface of the structure. Right: absorption map in astrocyte surface 

provide indication of the most probable channels for lactate shuttling. Dataset Hip- 

pocampus2 rendered inside Blender environment. 

5.1.1. Planning of sparse reconstructions 466 

The absorption model and the peak spherical markers can pro- 467 

vide tools for planning sparse reconstructions on big image stacks. 468 

Given a reconstructed astrocytic process and its glycogen granules, 469 

the GLAM model can be used to locate sites where the lactate 470 

shuttling is most likely to occur, while the colored spherical mark- 471 

ers provide hints for ranking the local peaks. Domain scientists can 472 

take advantage of this tool to pre-select regions and elements of 473 

Fig. 13. Reconstruction planning: domain scientists can plan sparse reconstructions 

from preliminary labeling, by using GLAM to highlight absorption peaks. Left: ab- 

sorption map of dataset Hippocampus 1. Center: absorption peak clusters repre- 

sented as colored spheres of different dimensions. Right: mapping of absorption 

peak clusters over the astrocyte reconstruction. Images produced using Meshlab 

software [66] . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article.) 

the stack that are worth reconstructing in 3D, and discard unin- 474 

teresting areas that might increase both occlusion without adding 475 

relevant information and processing time to produce a dense seg- 476 

mentation. As example, Fig. 13 shows the GLAM model computed 477 

on the astrocyte in dataset Hippocampus 2, together to the colored 478 

absorption peaks, highlighting the priority areas. The technique is 479 

currently used for performing analysis on image stacks recently ac- 480 

quired using block-face electron microscopy from different cohorts 481 

of mice, with the target of investigating the glycogen distribution 482 

under different network activation states (i.e. naive versus learn- 483 

ing mice) and/or impaired glycogen metabolism using the glycogen 484 

synthase inhibitor DAB. In the specific context of this project, the 485 

use of the large scale VR environment improved the usefulness of 486 

3D objects, since domain scientists can make collaborative analysis 487 

and take decisions on how to conduct future segmentations. As ex- 488 

ample, Fig. 14 shows interactive sessions of exploratory analysis of 489 

Hippocampus 2 model together with EM slices rendered with Neu- 490 

roMorph package [13] . In this case, the peaks in absorption maps 491 

over the astrocyte morphology drove domain experts in discussion 492 

and comparison for confirming and formulating hypothesis on lac- 493 

tate shuttling mechanisms and decide which areas of the stacks 494 

are worth to be reconstructed for successive analysis. 495 

5.2. Test cases 496 

The GLAM model was successfully used for specific exploratory 497 

and comparative analysis targeted to highlight different conditions 498 

in absorption patterns. 499 

5.2.1. Analysis of hippocampus stack 500 

The GLAM maps, together with absorption peak representations 501 

and expected absorption indicators were used for a detailed visual 502 

analysis of a dense reconstruction from rat hippocampus. Detailed 503 

information can be found in [11] . Briefly, the dataset contains a 504 

dense reconstruction obtained using a combination of iLastik and 505 

TrakEM2 software, starting from an isotropic (6 nm) image stack 506 

from a 220 cubic micrometers volume of dorsal hippocampus. That 507 

dataset has been used to describe from a qualitative and quantita- 508 

tive point of view the distribution of astrocytic glycogen granules 509 

compared to pre o postsynaptic targets, based on a simple nearest- 510 

neighbor algorithm adapted for a 3D dataset. According to a stan- 511 

dard classification of the neurites, neuroscientists were interested 512 

to understand the absorption patterns and to compare the different 513 

neurites with respect to it. Fig. 15 shows results of classification 514 

of various neurites with respect to GLAM absorption map together 515 
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Fig. 14. Immersive sessions: the absorption model has been integrated into an interactive virtual reality environment for real time exploration of morphologies. Here the 

exploration of astrocyte morphology of dataset Hippocampus2 is shown. 

Fig. 15. Detailed analysis of Hippocampus1 dataset: GLAM maps, absorption peaks and absorption indicators were computed for all objects, and subdivided according to 

neurite classification. Images produced with Meshlab software [66] . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of 

this article.) 

with peak and expected absorption indicators: specifically the ob- 516 

jects were classified as axons, dendrites and postsynaptic densities 517 

(PSD). Axons whose boutons were present and labelled have been 518 

further classified as excitatory (Axons-E), inibitory (Axons-I) and 519 

unknown (Axons-E) axons, together with the respective mitochon- 520 

dria (Mito-I, Mito-U, and Mito-E). Similarly, spines were marked 521 

within dendrites, and their mitochondria was reconstructed (Mito- 522 

D); PSDs were also classified as excitatory (PSD-E), inibitory (PSD- 523 

I), and unknown (PSD-U). 524 

For the neurites involved it is shown the GLAM absorption map, 525 

the absorption peak spherical markers, and the filtered objects 526 

color mapped against the expected absorption value (see Eq. (4) ). A 527 

preliminary visual investigation of absorption peaks (in Fig. 15 top 528 

right) showed no significant absorption in PSDs and in spines. In- 529 

stead, it seemed that the main glycogen-derived activity was fo- 530 

cused on axons (in particular in excitatory and unknown ones – 531 

green and orange box in Fig. 15 bottom left), in a subset of ex- 532 

citatory boutons (blue box in Fig. 15 ), and in particular dendrites 533 

with immature spines (red and purple box in Fig. 15 ). Interest- 534 

ingly, these observations are in line with the findings of the orig- 535 

inal work [11] . In order to further investigate these objects, they 536 

were filtered with respect to the mean absorption indicator (in 537 
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Fig. 16. Analysis of dendrite main peak on Hippocampus1 dataset: a comparative anal- 

ysis with EM stack of the main peak in the Hippocampus1 dataset did not reveal a 

significant proximity of mitochondria and synapses. Images produced with the HTC 

Vive Unity application. 

Fig. 15 bottom right), where it appeared that a specific dendrite 538 

with immature spines showed a particular intense absorption pat- 539 

tern (see red box highlight in Fig. 15 bottom left.) That dendrite 540 

was then carefully examined with the VR HMD system, especially 541 

in the area of the most intense peak, together with the original EM 542 

stack, in order to find presence of eventual synapses or mitochon- 543 

dria in the close neighborhood (see Fig. 16 ). Since no synapses or 544 

mitochondria were identified, neuroscientists concluded that lac- 545 

tate shuttling (or glycogen accumulation) in that area is due to 546 

other reasons that need to be explored. 547 

5.2.2. Analysis of somatosensory cortex datasets 548 

Domain scientists carried out also a detailed visual analysis 549 

on densely reconstructed somatosensory cortices from a cohort of 550 

adults and aged mice. Datasets Mouse1, Mouse2, Mouse3, Mouse4 551 

are part of a series of datasets used to analyze the effects of aging 552 

on the neuropil structure. In particular, Mouse1 and Mouse3 are 553 

adult mice, while Mouse2 and Mouse4 are geriatric animals. In this 554 

case, neurites were classified as axons, dendrites, boutons, spines, 555 

and PSDs. Fig. 17 show GLAM maps (on top), absorption peaks (in 556 

the middle), and the filtered expected absorption (in the bottom). 557 

In this case, considering either the absorption peaks and the ex- 558 

pected absorption images, domain scientists were able to recognize 559 

similarity in patterns between Mouse1 and Mouse3, and between 560 

Mouse2 and Mouse 4 (see red boxes in Fig. 17 ). In general, sam- 561 

ples taken by older animals are characterized by a more evenly 562 

distributed glycogen-derived influence compared to younger ones, 563 

suggesting that glycogen is clustering preferentially around spe- 564 

cific sites in younger brains. Overall, domain scientists were able 565 

to highlight that the peaks are preferentially focused around ax- 566 

ons and presynaptic boutons (see blue boxes in Fig. 17 ). Finally, 567 

Post-synaptically only specific spines and PSDs show a significant 568 

signal; interestingly, the smaller ones (supposedly more involved 569 

in plasticity) are more absorptive compared to the big ones (see 570 

green boxes in Fig. 17 ). In conclusion, domain experts confirmed 571 

preliminary observation made on this dataset, and noted interest- 572 

ing similarities with the rat hippocampus dataset, suggesting a non 573 

random distribution of the cloud of glycogen points not only be- 574 

tween different brain regions, but also between different species. 575 

5.3. User study: comparison between desktop and VR solution 576 

The use of Virtual Reality in Neuroscience is still at its early 577 

stages [11] , therefore the design of user studies for evaluating the 578 

performance of virtual environments for analysis tasks had to be 579 

designed almost from scratch, because of the lack of standardized 580 

guidelines [46] . Hence, we decided to rely on typical Virtual Re- 581 

ality Assessment Methodologies [70] and conducted a user study 582 

aimed at evaluating the benefits in the use of VR technologies, in 583 

the context of the GLAM model. To this end we analyzed two visu- 584 

alization setups, a desktop system and an HTC vive Head-Mounted 585 

Display (HMD) setup, and made a quantitative comparison be- 586 

tween stereoscopic and monoscopic viewer use. Users were asked 587 

to fill in a system usability scale questionnaire (SUS) [71] after 588 

each training session. That is, one after using the monoscopic view 589 

desktop application, and one after using the stereoscopic view VR 590 

application (HMD). Furthermore, we collected users feedback by 591 

means of open-ended questions. The VR system allowed to visu- 592 

alize the GLAM models together with the superimposed EM mi- 593 

crographs, and an interface for scrolling EM stacks; the standard 594 

desktop solution was equipped with Blender to visualize the GLAM 595 

models and Neuromorph to interact with it. The study took place 596 

in the visualization lab facility of King Abdullah University of Sci- 597 

ence and Technology. 598 

5.3.1. Design and protocol 599 

The study was performed on a group of 27 volunteer staff 600 

members. The participants were a mixture of senior scientists and 601 

research staff with diverse experience in neuroscience, technology 602 

and VR research. To make sure the design of the study was con- 603 

sistent, a pilot study was conducted beforehand. This helped us to 604 

guarantee the availability and functionality of the facilities needed, 605 

as well as remove any factors that may lead to biased results. 606 

This first, pilot stage involved 6 participants [72] . The protocol car- 607 

ried on in the formal study was as follows: a short introduction 608 

on the GLAM model was explained to the participants, followed 609 

by a demonstration on how to use our software tools. Our soft- 610 

ware applications ran on two different setups, therefore each par- 611 

ticipant went through two designed sessions: a Desktop applica- 612 

tion (Blender and Neuromorph) running in monoscopic view, and 613 

a Unity-based application using HTC vive HMD running in stereo- 614 

scopic view. The demo used in the introduction was implemented 615 

using a simple use case scenario. Later on, participants proceeded 616 

on their own. Users were asked to perform two tasks, involving the 617 

GLAM model: 618 

• to count the peaks on a given 3D absorption model of a neu- 619 

ronal cell; 620 

• to select any peak on the given 3D model and perform prelim- 621 

inary analysis using the corresponding 2D EM slice (in other 622 

words, to try to find spatial correspondences between the peak 623 

and the surrounding cellular structures observed on the EM 624 

slice). 625 

We chose Hippocampus 1 stack as support dataset, and five 3D 626 

models from the same dataset as test objects. During each ses- 627 

sion, 3D models were picked randomly for each system setup for 628 

each participant, who answered afterwards a 9-item questionnaire 629 

derived from [71] ( see Table 2 ); participants were asked to give 630 

scores on a Likert scale of 1 –5, with: 1 = strongly disagree and 631 

5 = strongly agree. The total time required for both sessions was 632 

approximately between 30 and 40 min per participant. Think-out- 633 

loud comments were also recorded during sessions. 634 

5.3.2. Discussion 635 

Results of the 9-item questionnaire are shown in Table 2 in the 636 

form of statistics (mean scores, variance and results of ANOVA). 637 

The Likert scores are also represented as compact box plots in 638 

Fig. 18 (in red the scores for the VR Vive setup, in blue the re- 639 

sults for desktop setup). The bottom and top of each box are the 640 

first and third quartiles, the black dot inside the box is the sec- 641 

ond quartile (the median), and the ends of the whiskers extending 642 

vertically from the boxes represent the lowest datum still within 643 
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Fig. 17. Detailed analysis of somatosensory cortex datasets: GLAM maps were computed for all neurites, and after a complete classification was carried out subdividing 

neurites in dendrites, axons, spines, boutons and PSDs. From top to bottom, GLAM maps, absorption peaks, and average absorption indicators are shown. From left to 

right a comparison of the 4 datasets is shown, where Mouse1 and Mouse3 are samples extracted from adult animals, while Mouse2 and Mouse are taken from old ones. 

Images produced with Meshlab software [66] . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

1.5 IQR (inter-quartile range) of the lower quartile, and the high- 644 

est datum still within 1.5 IQR of the upper quartile. Outliers are 645 

indicated as small circles. From the scores, it is evident that the 646 

VR solution appears, at least, as useful as the desktop solution. 647 

In general, scores for all questions show a slight trend towards 648 

the VR solution, which becomes significant for question Q4 (users 649 

appear to appreciate the 3D interface for exploring color-mapped 650 

data), question Q6 (user appear to appreciate the immersivity of 651 

virtual environments), and question Q9 (exploratory tasks appear 652 

to be easier in a VR setup). However, think-a-loud comments high- 653 

lighted the typical issues normally encountered when interact- 654 

ing with virtual environments (lost in space sensation, and mo- 655 

tion sickness and fatigue during long sessions). Finally, feedbacks 656 

from expert domain scientists highlighted that they would use the 657 

tool regularly for specific targeted examinations, but not for the 658 

standard analysis (for example, the peak counting task was per- 659 

ceived easier with the standard Desktop solution). On the other 660 

hand, when focused explorations are needed, the VR solution ap- 661 

peared to be more appealing since the stereo 3D natural inter- 662 

face enables users to observe the objects and the correspondent 663 

EM stacks at a perceived higher resolution and with better spatial 664 

discrimination. 665 
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Table 2 

User evaluation: 27 subjects were asked to compare two different versions (VR employing HTC Vive and Desktop) of the interactive system 

employing GLAM. Table shows the results of the answers of a 9-item questionnaire [71] on a Likert scale (1 = disagree,5 = agree), together 

with a statistical analysis. 

Question Results (Likert scale: 1 = disagree 5 = agree) 

VR – HTC Desktop – Mono ANOVA 

Avg σ Avg σ F (2, 27) p 

Q1 : I think that I would like to use this application frequently. 4.384 0.726 4.115 1.066 1.48 0.235 

Q2 : I found the application unnecessarily complex. 1.923 1.274 1.654 0.955 1.204 0.283 

Q3 : I think that I would need technical support for using this application. 2.539 1.539 2.308 1.341 1.696 0.204 

Q4 : I like using the interface of this application. 4.345 0.555 3.846 1.655 4.684 0.04 

Q5 : I think that most people would learn to use this application quickly. 4.115 0.746 3.731 1.325 2.617 0.118 

Q6 : I felt very confident using the application. 4.154 0.855 3.692 1.101 5.294 0.03 

Q7 : I needed to learn a lot of things before I could use this application. 2.115 1.306 2.231 2.025 0.355 0.556 

Q8 : The information provided by the application was clear and helpful. 4.039 0.912 3.769 1.545 1.093 0.306 

Q9 : I felt it difficult to interact and control the system. 1.923 0.954 2.500 2.180 4.851 0.037 

Fig. 18. Comparison desktop vs VR (Vive): box-plots show the comparison between 

the Likert scores to the usability questionnaire in Table 2 provided to subjects. In 

red we indicate the scores obtained with the VR solution, in blue the score for the 

desktop setup. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

6. Conclusions 666 

We presented an illustrative model of glycogen-related lactate 667 

absorption targeted at visual investigation of neural morphology 668 

obtained by 3D reconstruction from Serial Block Face Electron Mi- 669 

croscopy stacks. The main use of the model is for hypothesis test- 670 

ing of lactate utilization, and to understand whether difference in 671 

energy consumption exist for instance among conditions such as 672 

normal brain functioning, aglycemia and during memory forma- 673 

tion. The model has been integrated in visual frameworks for real 674 

time exploration of surface representations in both desktop and 675 

Virtual Reality setups. The GLAM model has been successfully used 676 

by domain scientists for visual analysis in a number of test cases, 677 

and a user evaluation have been conducted to assess the perfor- 678 

mance of the model in the context of virtual environments. The 679 

outcomes of the user evaluation are that VR systems can help in 680 

visual analysis for highlighting and focusing in specific details of 681 

the neural structure. Information about the cellular and molecular 682 

machinery are still needed to precisely model the lactate transport 683 

accurately; for instance, the spatial distribution of lactate trans- 684 

porters at nanometric scale needs to be investigated, and its lack- 685 

ing limits the use of GLAM model as a predictive analysis tool of 686 

lactate absorption. However, given the encouraging results of our 687 

preliminary evaluation, we plan to incorporate more precise scat- 688 

tering and absorption constraints by processing data coming from 689 

in-vivo and in-vitro lactate transporters acquisition [73] . Specifi- 690 

cally, an anisotropic description of the lactate transport could be 691 

obtained by modeling constraints as function of tissue density. We 692 

plan to explore this extension for performing volumetric absorp- 693 

tion computation directly on Electron Microscopy Stacks and visu- 694 

alize it using volume rendering techniques. Furthermore, the glyco- 695 

gen lactate absorption computation is currently integrated into a 696 

visual analysis workflow for morphology investigations [13] . How- 697 

ever, a limitation of the whole pipeline is that it requires a previ- 698 

ously reconstructed 3D model, which takes a considerable amount 699 

of time and effort to process. Despite that, we believe that the pat- 700 

tern of glycogen distribution can provide significant cues for mor- 701 

phology discrimination, and that the usage of an irradiation en- 702 

ergy scheme can provide hints for visual understanding of neural 703 

morphology evolution. We plan to integrate the absorption model 704 

in systems for directly rendering raw SEM image stacks [74] and 705 

in systems for real time exploration of abstract representations of 706 

brain structures [17] . Finally, the positive outcomes of the user 707 

evaluation for the VR solution make us believe that Virtual Real- 708 

ity, a technology that is exploding thanks to gaming industry, and 709 

making its way into life science and medical sciences, have the 710 

potential to support neuroanatomical and neuronergetics investi- 711 

gations. Custom tools taking advantage of visualization methods, 712 

visual analytics technologies and particular interaction metaphors 713 

can provide added values to domain scientists analysis. We plan to 714 

further explore this field in future. 715 
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